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ABSTRACT

Nabilah Khalisah Boru Simamora. 1602050063. “Analysis of Action Verb in
The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text”. Skripsi. English Departement of
Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, University of Muhammadiyah
Sumatera Utara (UMSU), Medan. 2020

This study deals with the analyzing of action verb in The Legend of Putri Hijau
Comic Text. This study is conducted to analyzed types of action verb to find out
the dominate types of action verb in The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text. This
research used the qualitative descriptive method. The types of action verb divided
in to 5 types of action verb: transitive verb, transitive active verb, transitive
passive verb, intransitive verb, and intransitive complete verb. The researcher
have found the result the data that the type of action verb in transitive verb were
48 action verbs in transitive verbs type, 6 action verbs were found in transitive
active verbs type, 7 action verbs were found in transitive passive verbs types, 3
action verbs were found in intransitive verb types, and 7 action verbs were found
in intransitive complete verb. The total all were 71 action verbs in The Legend of
Putri Hijau comic text. Types of action verb that were dominated from the five
types of action verb were action verb type transitive verb.

Keywords: Verb, Action Verb, Analysis, The Legend of Putri Hijau, Comic Text
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. The Background of Study

Language is the way of the human communicated with the other human

through the media of sound and pronunciation. The sound and the pronunciation

are produced the meaning that can be understand the content of communication is

the purposing through spoken and written. Based on Halliday’s Theory that

language as the human’s language that conceive the meaning is used in the social

life. Language is universal, because language is the product of human’s mind

from the culture and art, it can produce esthetic value in the communication. It is

in the journal Tarbiyah UIN Medan in 2017 that language is the sign in the

communication icluded thinking or idea, art, and culture of human.

As we know, language is very develop in the globalization change or Industry

4.0. English Language is the one language which have centered development in

this era. It can be centered development, because English language is art and

product the human’s mind included the thinking, emotional, intelligence, and

action. Therefore, English language is the most important role to conceive and

create the art and culture which can be benchmark in the development Industry

4.0 in the language department and English literature.

In the English language divided into branch of linguitsic that build the aspects

of the language. it are phonology, semantic, syntax, and morphology. One of them
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in this research problem is anlysis of the sentence which it is grammar structure in

English language is syntax. Syntax is the study of sentence or grammar. Syntax is

the branch linguistic study is used in the communication through speech and

writting in the sentence, grammar, and another so that conceive the meaning from

the structured of sentence. Based on Chaer’s Theory (2003) in the Journal of

Reasearch from Pakuan Bogor University in 2018, that syntax is the one aspect of

language which involved the grammar structure in the group of sentence in the

unit of sentence. The smallest unit of syntax is word, phrasem clause, sentence,

and text.

One of the grammar in English language is action verb. Action verb is the

verb of action carried out by humans who have done it. In the grammar structure,

action verb include structure of words which supports each other so as form

sentence with the rules in the English grammar. Hence, action verb is not far from

the syntax rules.

Action verb in the very popular Comic text in North Sumatera in the title The

Legend of Putri Hijau is the product of art which is not less competitive with the

another comics in the society. This comic also completed with Indonesia and

English language. Comic text of The Legend of Putri Hijau there are many

grammar in English language, one of them is action verb included the types of

action verb, because this comic is completed bilingual language such Indonesia

and English language.
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Based on the problem, the researcher is interest to make a research in

focusing on analysis of action verb in comic text The Legend of Putri Hijau.

Comic text The Legend of Putri Hijau is one of the media modern which have

competed in Industry 4.0 with the story from the legend of North Sumatera in

comic form. This matter, the researcher analysis the sentence in one of grammar

in English language is action verb through the types of action verb in comic text

The Legend of Putri Hijau.

B. Identification of Prolem

The identification problems of this research were identified as follow :

1. To identification of types action verb in Comic Legend of North Sumatera

“The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text”

2. To analyze action verb in “The Legend of Putri Hijau”

3. To conserve the wisdom local in North Sumatera through Comic in the

“The Legend of Putri Hijau”

C. The Scope and Limitation

The scope of this research was syntax and it was limited on Action verb.

D. The Formulation of Problem

The problems of the research were formulated as follows:
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1. What types of action verb in “The Legend Of Putri Hijau” comic text?

2. How action verb were used in “The Legend Of Putri Hijau” comic text?

E. The Objective of Study

The objectives of the study were stated as follow:

1. To find out of the type action verb “The Legend Of Putri Hijau” comic

text

2. To find out the process of action verb were used in the “The Legend Of

Putri Hijau”.

F. The Significanse of Study

The researcher hopes and provide this research the useful information for the

readers. The significance of study can be seen as follows:

a. Theoretical

This research help in learning about action verb especially those who are

interest in grammar and the tenses may enrich and improve their sentence

using action verb in paragraph.

b. Practical

The findings of this research also are expected to provide information

about the types of action verb. Besides that it is also intended to be an

input to the researcher to the other researcher to be more interested in
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analyzing the other English aspects based on the legend The Legend Of

Putri Hijau Comic Text which is one of learning media English language.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Theoritical Framework

1. Definition of Verb

The verb is part of speech that explained the people or the subject to do the

action. The verb have important role, because it is used as action to do something

which subject is human, animal, and plants and the object is thing. According to

Risdianto (2010:5) that that verb is called king, because important part in English

for every sentence must have a verb.

Some of the verb also done as the expression is action largely. The form of

verb have various based on the context in the grammar. It is because, the verb is

the part of speech complexly in English language. Meanwhile accoding to

Thomas (2013) that the verb is the most important in English language. Textualy,

the verb is easy in speech part. The structure of the verb in the grammar rules is

important rule in syntax. In the other word, the verb have the different with the

another partof speech.

According Frank (1972:47) that the verb is varying arrangements with noun

determine the different kinds of sentence, statements, and question, commands,

and exclamation. It is called in the grammar that the verb has grammatical

properties of person and number. But the verb also have some of other function
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properties of person and number. But the verb also have some of other function

divided in to no other part of speech. These are tense, voice, mood, and aspect.

The verb is function as action dynamic. It means that verb is explain the action

have done by the person or the thing in the daily activity. According to Idaryani

(2015), that the function of verbs is to explain actions or actions that are usually

called "dynamic verbs", such as write, eat, run, and speak. While verbs that

express something about something are called "stative verbs" and are not

generally used in continuous tenses. Examples of these verbs are, impress, please,

surprise, belong to, consist of, resemble, seem.

Verbs have word that describe actions or activities, statements, events, and

process that are either concrete or abstract. Verbs are words that indicate our

actions or work or to express something. For example: write, run, eat, drink, catch,

clean, speak, laugh, weep, are some verbs. According to Carino (1991: 191), verbs

in English are divided into two, namely action verbs and linking verbs. Therefore,

two kinds of verbs in English sentences are action verbs and linking verbs. In a

sentence in which the subject does something there will be an action verbs. In a

sentence in which something is said about the subject, there will be a linking verb.

2. Types of Verb

Types and form of the verb in English have many types. Based on the

grammar in the book of Grammar for Dumess 2nd edition (2010), the verbs there

are various verbs, among others: Transitive and Intransitive Verb, Regular and
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Irregular Verb, Action and Non-Action Verb, Finite and Non-Finite Verb, Lexical

Verb, Linking Verb, Causative Verb, Auxiliary Verb, Modal Verb, and Phrasal

Verb.

a) Transitive and intransitive verb

1. The Transitive Verb is the verb is followed by object.

For example : we watches the festival.

The sentence is not complete if the object “the festival” is eliminated.

So,“watch” need object so that the sentence can be understood.

2. The intransitive verb is the verb is not need object as coplment sentence .

For example: Kley is waliking in the Lembeh Island.

“walking” is the verb with no the object. This frasa in “in the Lembeh Island”

is not objcet but it is adverb of place.

b) Regular and Irregular Verb

1. Regular Verb

Regular verb is a verb whose past participle and past tense is attained by

adding -d or -ed or -t for some. It is sometimes called a weak verb. The sample

verb in this case such as : accept, arrive , fence, deliver.

For Examples:

a. I accepted the offer.

b. He has just arrived.
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c. He fenced the area.

2. Irregular Verb

Irregular Verbs also called a strong verb. It does not usually follow the

structures for common verb forms. They usually do not have the foreseeable –ed

ending. Sample Verbs: Get, Go, Say, See, Come, Take, Sleep. For examples:

a. He got his business running at the right time.

b. We went home early.

c. They came by bus on a Saturday morning.

c) Action and Non-Action Verb

1. Action Verb

Action verbs are express specific actions, and can be used or discussed

someone doing something. For onstance, sit, eat, cycle, etc. They describe things

and action that occur than the state of something. An action verb is generally

applied in a progressive aspect commonly used for all actions that are in progress.

Action verb can be characteristic as followed:

a. Activities are verbs that show an activity performed by the subject. Some

examples of action verbs include: (play, study, walk, run, etc.).

Example of sentences: Rifki eats two apples at canteen.

b. Process is a verb that shows a process of the subject. Some examples of action

verbs include: (change, melt, grow, etc.).

Example of sentences: My roses grow fast.
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c. Momentary is a verb that indicates an event that lasts only briefly and usually

unplanned. Some examples of action verbs include: (knock, hit, jump, etc.).

Example of sentences: Faiz jumps with his foot.

2. Non-Action Verb

Non- cation verb is called stative verb. Stative verb is a verb basically used to

define a situation or staterather than an action. They naturally relate to thoughts,

emotions, relationships, senses, states of being, and measurements. A stative verb

is one that describes a state of being, in contrast. Non- action verb or stative verb

can be characteristic as followed :

a. Emotions are verbs that show the emotion of the subject. Examples of

emotions include: (Love, Like, Dislike, Hate, etc.).

Example of sentences: My father likes apple.

b. Mental States is a verb that shows what is thought by the subject. Examples of

mental states include: (Agree, Remember, Know, Think, etc.).

Example of sentences: I know with your decision.

c. Senses or Appearance is said the work done by the subject through the five

senses. Examples of Senses or Appearance include: (See, Hear, Smell, Sound,

Taste, etc.).

Example of sentences: I can’t taste your chocolate.

d. Need and Preference is a verb that shows a desire or need for the subject.

Example stative verbs are: (Want, Need, Wish, Desire, etc.).

Example of sentences: I wish to get a dress.
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e. Possession is a verb that shows ownership of a subject to an object. Some

Example stative verbs are: (Have, Own, Possess, etc.).

Example of sentences: Khuldi and Ujang have some apples in the bag.

f. Measurement is a verb that indicates a size or something that can be counted.

Example stative verbs are: (bowing, cost, weight, etc.).

Example of sentences: She owes me five thousand rupiah.

d) Finite and Non-Finite

1) Finite

Finite verb is verb that agrees with a given subject in asentence. It is usually

marked for tense. The sample verb is appear, promise, enjoy, love, hate. For

example :

a. He appears sick

b. Jane promised to change her behaviour

c. Glady said taht she enjoyed learing more about verbs

2) Non-Finite

Non-finite verb is a verb that has no distinction in different tense. It cannot be

used deserted as the main verb in a given question or sentence. Sample word such

as expand, leave, smile.

For examples: You can expand your boundary. We may leave after 10.00pm.
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e) Lexical Verb

In English grammar, a lexical verb is any verb that is not auxiliary verb or

helping verb. It also called a main verb or a full verb. Lexical verbs are such as

arrive, see, walk, copula be, transitive do,etc. They carried a real meaning and are

not dependent on another verb. In addition to a lexical verb, the VP (verb phrase)

may contain auxiliaries.

In the following the lexical verbs are in [italics] and the auxiliary verbs are in

bold. For example :

1. Diana plays the piano.

2. Diana played the piano.

3. Anders is explaining his generalization.

4. Maggie should have recycled those bottles.

5. Wim may have been preparing his lecture.

And according to (Noel Burton-Roberts, Analysing Sentences: An

Introduction to English Syntax, 3rd ed. Routledge, 2011) that the Sample verb in

the lexical verb such as come, rest, organize, handle, say, get, go, know. think, see.

For examples:

1. He will be coming home for dinner.

2. He rested in the shadow after a tedious job in the garden.

3. William will be organizing the group before he travels.

4. I made an appointment with my doctor that afternoon.
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f) Linking Verb

According to Wishon and Burks (1980:10) in the journal English education

that linking verb is a verb which connects a suject of the verb. The most familiar

linking verb is to be (is, am, are, was, were). The purpose of the linking verb is to

provide a means where something can be said about the subject.

Some verbs do not talk about action, but instead link the subjcet to an

adjective (or other word or phrase) which gives us more information about the

subject. These verbas are called linking verbs. These three verbs are always

linking verbs in English such as be, seem, become. These verb can be used as

linking verbs, but sometimes they are normal verbs. Here are some examples of

them being used as linking verb.

1. Act : He acted happy, but actually he was really sad.

2. Appear : She appeared cold, so we took her inside.

3. Feel : I feel rerrible today !

4. Get : It’s getting warm. The spring is coming !

5. Go : The food went bad, because i forgot to put in the fridge.

Linking verbs are not the same as stative verbs. Some linking verbs are stative,

but some are not. For example :

1. I’m getting old (a linking verb but not a stative verb).

2. The soup tastes good (a linking verb and a stative verb).

3. I know Julie (stative verb but not a linking verb).
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g) Causative Verb

According to Ali In Ba’ dudu (2009) in the journal English education 2019,

that causative verbs as the verbs, which are used to show that someone wants the

other to do something wheather by payment, request, persuasion, flirtation, or

compulsion. Causative verb indicates ideas that subject of the main clause

comples someone to do something or action from the embedded subject.

1. According to Pyle and Page (1991:132) in the journal English education 2019,

that there are two kinds of causative verb. They are: Active causative verb is

acusative verb that has an active object in the sentence. It is the form which

the subject of the sentence performing an action.

2. Passive causative verb is the causative verb thas has passive object in the

sentence. Causative verbs that have passive object or followed by passive

verbs positioned after the complement are have and get, while make is rarely

occured.

h) Auxiliary Verb

Auxiliary verbs are also admitted as helping verbs, and are used together with

a main verb to show the verb’s tense or to form a question or negative. Verbs that

come before main verbs in a verb phrase. The sample verbs in this case such as Be

(be, to be, been, am, are, is, was, were, wasn’t, was not aren’t, are not, weren’t and

were not.), shall, may, could, have (has, have, having, had, and hadn’t or had not),

do (to do, do, does, done, did and didn’t, doesn’t or did not)

For Examples:
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1. If all goes well, she will be going home today.

2. they shall meet tomorrow afternoon and discuss the matter we left.

3. We may go shopping whenever from now because the rains have stopped.

4. Jerry didn’t put his coffee in a cup with a lid.

5. Jerry has a large coffee stain on his shirt.

i) Modal Verb

Modal verbs are auxiliary or helping verbs that are used to express capability,

possibilities, permissions, and obligations. Modal verbs used to show if we

believe something is conveiced, probable or possible (or not). Modal verbs also

used to do things like talking about ability, asking permission making requests

and offers, and so on. The modal auxiliary verbs are always followed by the main

form.

1. Can, the function and examples: ability / possibility: they can control their

own budgets, inability / impossibility: we can’t fix it. Asking for permission:

Can I smoke here? Request: Can you help me?.

2. Could, the function and examples: asking for permission: could I borrow your

dictionary? Request: could you ask it again once more ? Suggestion: we could

try to fix it ourselves. Future possibility: I think you could have see another

film in the movie. Ability in the past: she left off his old job so she could

work for us.

3. May, the function and examples: asking for permission: may I have another

cup of coffee? Future possibility: China may develop into a major economic

power.
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4. Might, the function and examples: present possibility: we'd better phone

tomorrow they might be eating their dinner now. Future possibility: they

might give us a 15% discount.

5. Must, the function and examples: necessity/obligation: we must say good-bye

now. Prohibition: they mustn’t disrupt the work more than necessary.

6. Ought to , the Function and examples: saying what’s right or correct: we ought

to employ a professional writer.

7. Shall, the function and examples: offering: Shall I help you with your luggage?

Suggestion: Shall we say 2.30 then? Asking what to do: Shall I say that or will

you?

8. Should, the function and examples: saying what’s right or correct: we should

sort out this problem at once. Recommending action: I think we should check

up everything again. Uncertain prediction: profits should rise next year.

9. Will, the function and examples: instant decisions: I can’t see any taxis so I’ll

walk. Offer: I'll do that for you if you like. Promise: I’ll get back to you first

thing on Monday. Certain prediction: Profits will develop next year.

10. Would, the function and examples: asking for permission: Would you mind if

I brought a colleague with me? request: would you pass the salt please?

making arrangements : "Would you meet me at for o’clock?" -" that’d be great

sound ." Invitation: Would you like to come to my wedding party in this

sunday? preferences: "Would you prefer hot tea or drink tea?" - "I’d like hot

tea please." Phrasal Verb
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Phrasal verbs aren’t single words; in preferance, they are connections of words

that are used together to take on a different meaning to that of the original verb.

Some verbs are divided two part verbs that structured (see Clauses, Sentences and

Phrases). They include of a verb and a particle.

1. grow + up

Example : The children are growing up.

2. take + after

Example : She takes after her mother

3. count + on

Example :I know I can count on you

Some transitive two part verbs that built the clauses, sentences and phrases)

have just one pattern:

Noun (subject) + V (Verb) + P (Particle) + N (object)

Some transitive two part verbs that the structured by see clauses, sentences

and phrases are called phrasal verbs. Phrasal verbs inluded two different patterns:

The usual pattern is: N (Noun) + V (Verb) + N (Noun) + p (Particle)

But sometimes these verbs have the pattern:

N (subject) + V (Verb) + p (particle)+ N (object)

For example : He knocked over the glass
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When the object is followed by a personal pronoun, these verbs always have

the pattern:

N (Noun) + V (verb)+N ( Noun)+ p (particle)

For example : She gave it back

Phrasal verbs are pratically always made up of a transitive verb and a particle.

Common verbs with their most frequent particles are : bring: about, along, back,

forward, in, off, out, round, up. Buy: out, up call: off, up. Carry: off, out. Cut:

back, down, off, out, up. Give: away, back, off . Hand: back, down, in, on out,

over, round. Knock: down, out, over. Leave: behind, out. Let: down, in, off, out.

Pass: down, over, round. Point: Out Push: about, around, over. Put: across, away,

down, forward, off, on, out, through, together, up. Read: Out. Set: apart, aside,

back, down. Shut: away, in, off, out. Take: apart, away, back, down, in, on, up,

over. Think: over, through, up .

3. Definition of Action Verb

One of the types verb in English grammar is action verb. Action verb is the

verb is used as the verb in expression action by the humans. According to

(Risdianto, 2010:8), that verb that expresses an action by subject is called action

verb, while verb that expresses condition of subject is called state verb, or called

verb be. For example: Action verb: Hasan plays football everyday, Harjono works

very hard in his office. Verb be: The secretary is smart and beautiful, His family

was very happy.
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Action verb expressing the action come from emotion, mental, and physical of

humans so that the action verb produce the words action that support the action

from human self. According to (Warriner, 1982: 49), Action verb is the action

expressed by a verb may be physical action or mental action. Physical action:

jump, shout, search, carry, run. Mental action: worry, think, believe, imagine. An

action verb is a verb that describes an action such as verb like run, jump, kick, eat,

break, cry, smile, or think. In other word, action verb is verb that shows an action

and its expresses something that the subject had done. Action verb is one kind

verb in the sentences especially in the legend or the story.

Action verbs express specify actions, and are used at once you want to show

action or discuss someone doing something. For instance, sit, eat, cycle, etc. They

describe things and action that occur than the state of something. An action verb is

mainly applied in a progressive aspect commonly used for all actions that are in

process. Action verb can be characteristic as followed:

1. Activities are verbs that show an activity performed by the subject. Some

examples of action verbs include: (Play, Study, Walk, Run, etc.).

Example of sentences: Rifki eats two apples at canteen.

2. Process is a verb that shows a process of the subject. Some examples of action

verbs include: (Change, Melt, Grow, etc.).

Example of sentences: My roses grow fast.

3. Momentary is a verb that indicates an event that lasts only briefly and usually

unplanned. Some examples of action verbs include: (Knock, Hit, Jump, etc.).

Example of sentences: Faiz jumps with his foot.
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When we are using action verb in the sentence or in the text. We should know

and investigate it in using action verb in the text. Using action verb can be seen

from the type of action verb. Thus, we should anlayze and using it in the text or in

the story especially in this story.

4. Types of Action Verb

Action verbs express specifiy actions, and are used at onceyou want to show

action or discuss someone doing something. For instance, sit, eat, cycle, etc. They

describe things and action that occur than the state of something. An action verb is

especially applied in a progressive aspect generally used for all actions that are in

process. According Maryati Salmiah in the Journal Vision 2017 page 1-15, that

there were types verb and types action verb. Types action verb are two, they are

transitive verb and intrasitive verb. In the transitive verb divided into two types,

they are transitive active verbs and transitive passive verbs.

a) Transitive Verb

Transitive verbs are action verbs that always express double activities. The

transitive verbs always have direct objects. It means that someone or something

receives the action of the verb. These verbs are used together with a direct object.

The object can be involved by thing or a person. Sample verb: Owe, feed. Make,

drive, lift. This pattern is :

S+V+N
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(Noun + Verb + Noun).

Examples:

1. Richard owes Jimmy some money.

2. She feeds his children while their mother is away.

3. She makes jewelry to sell at the market.

b) Transitive Active Verbs

Transitive active verbs are type action verbs that transfer their action to

something or someone. The subject always fulfill the action with this kind of verb,

and the verb’s action is always transferred to someone or something. Follow the

form of transitive active verbs:

For example :

1. Mark kicked the ball

2. the dog scratched its back

3. the wind rustled the leaves

c) Transitive Passive Verb

Transitive passive verbs are action verbs. Transitive passive verb also transfer

their action to someone or something. But, with this verb type, the subject is the

Subject + verb (action) + Direct object
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one receiving the action, and sometimes we don’t even know who achived the

action. Form of Transitive Passive Verb.

For example :

1. The dog’s back was scrathched its

2. The test was takenby sue

3. The leaves were rustled

d) Intransitive Verbs

Intransitive verbs are used to always express double activities in action verb.

This verbs that don’t have a direct object for their meaning to be connected.

Instances, they are followed by an adverb, adjective, verb complement or a

preposition. Sample verb such as die, arrive, respond, wait, sit, look. Intransitive

verbs have the pattern.

(Noun + Verb)

Examples:

1. His sister died of Malaria.

The subject receives action + object

N+V
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2. We arrived at school very late.

e) Intransitive Complete Verbs

Transitive verbs are action verbs that produce what the subject is doing to

another object. These verbs are coupled with a direct object, or the thing that is

acted upon. Based on the website of grammar Revolution, that the prefix in-mean,

Intransitive complete verbs do not provide action to anyone or anything. They

show action, but they are accomplish all by themselves. Follow the form of

transitive verbs:

Subject + Verb (Action)

For Example :

Susan poked John in the eye.

In this sentence decribed that the word “poked” is a transitive verb type that

transfers the action of poking directly to John. John is the direct object of the

sentence and is the person being poked. This is additional examples of transitive

verbs in action, they are :

1. My dog ate the food quickly.

2. Jonathan chose me to be his best friend.

3. Why did your grandmother call my house?

S+ V action
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4. Rick painted the fence white.

5. Elliemarried a guy with a black belt in karate.

Based on the example above, the verbs are followed by a direct object that

receives the action. Food is eaten, friends are chosen, and fences are painted.

These action verbs directly affect things around them, so they are transitive verbs.

B. Relevance of Study

This research is the part of scientific work is Students Creativity Program in

Indonesia language, it is called PKM in the field of entrepreneurship in 2017 to

2018. It is the book form in the comic with the legends story of North Sumatera.

One of story is The Legend Of Putri Hijau Comic with ISBN 978-602-6653-47-5

in 2018. Researcher focused in the one story of this comic is The Legend Of Putri

Hijau Comic.

Researcher inspired from the previous research. The first previous study by

Putu Ayu Sada Devi Pradnyadari 2018, Vol 22 August 2018: 632-640 in

Udayana University. In the title Transitivity of English verbs in short story

“Pinochio”. In this study, she described that she analyzed the degree of transitivity

found in the story using the descriptive qualitative method. The result showed

that the finding of analysis showed that there were three types of verbs such as

action verb, low in transity, and the high degrees transitivity.

The second previous study was done by Umi Afifa (2014) in UIN Raden

Lampung. In the title is error analysis on using action verb in writting recount text
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of the eight grade students at the first semester of SMPN 1 Sumberejo in the

academic yaer of 2018/2019. In this study, she described that this study aimed to

analyzed difficulties sentences by using action verb in writting recount text based

on the types or clasissication of action verbs especially errors in using sentence

action verb in writing recount text. The result that she showed the percentage of

students who errors in writing recount text such as using and place in the types of

action verb.

The third previous study was done by Maryati Salmiah in journal Vision Vol.

XI, No.11, 2017 in the title verb in English grammar subject. In this study, she

described that verbs are words and are one of the elements of part of speech,

which denotes the or event or state and attitude. This study conducted to explain

and divided into types of verb, one of them is action verb. Based on the journal,

she conclude that the grammar in English get the special places in every elements,

so that in one type of verb is action verb that have the types such as transitive and

intransitive verb.
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CHAPTER III

METHOD OF RESEARCH

A. Research Design

This research used the decriptive qualitative method. The purpose in this

method to analyze some words action verb in The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic

Text. Descriptive qualitative method is related to qualitative research. This

method focused on the analysis of words and using of words with the accurate

rational intepretation. This method described the facts amd explained the object

condition and the research based on the facts and tries to analyze to action verb in

The Legend Of Putri Hijau ComicText.

In this research just focused in the research process to described the data and

obtain information completely and accurate based on the source of data.

B. Source of Data

The source of data in this research was obtained from the The Legend Of Putri

Hijau Comic Text. It is a comic book in the title “ The Legend of Putri Hijau”

with ISBN 978-602-6653-47-5 in 2018. It was consisted 71 sentences, and it was

analyzed the action verb from each sentences.
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C. Technique of Data Collection

In the qualitative research, the collected data is in the form of words or

pictures and collecting data, the writer takes these following steps:

1. Rreading all the sentences in The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text in the

comic book.

2. Identified and listing all the word contains of Action Verb

3. Classifying the types action verb in The Legend of Putri Hijau comic text

verb such as transitive verb, transitive active verb, transitive passive verb,

intransitive verb, and intransitive complete verb.

D. Technique of Analysis of Data

The systematic procedures in conducting the analysis of data are as follows :

1. Data collection. In this step, researchers collect all the notes that have

been made based on observations that have been made.

2. Data reduction and categorization. This step, the process of simplification

and categorization of data is carried out.

3. Data display, is the process of displaying the results of data reduction and

categorization in a matrix based on certain criteria.

4. Conclusion, if the data display results show that the data obtained is

sufficient and in accordance with the information needed, a conclusion is

drawn using the theory and the results of observed the data
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CHAPTER IV

DATA AND ANALYSIS DATA

A. The Description of Data

The data were collected and selected The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text

by Harfeet publisher a written by students at UMSU (Rizki Ajura Ayu Ningtia,

Nabilah Khalisah Boru Simamora, Meily Winie Manik, Dinda Dewi). The Legend

of Putri Hijau Comic Text has contains stories about the legends of North

Sumatera with several legend stories in it, namely the legend of Lake Toba, the

legend of Lake Lau Kawar, the legend of the Sigale Gale statue and the Legend of

Putri Hijau, but the researcher just focused in the Legend of Putri Hijau. The data

of this study was types of action verb included transitive verb, transitive active

verb, transitive passive verb, intransitive verb, and intransitive complete verb.

B. Data Analysis

The data was taken from text or sentence in The Legend of Putri Hijau

Comic Text, this comic included the four story titles in one book. The rsearcher

just focus one story. It is The Legend of Putri Hijau. To show the analyze type

action verb in each sentence The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text . The data

was divided into five types of action verb such as transitive verb, transitive
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active verb, transitive passive verb, intransitive verb, and intransitive complete

verb. The data following:

a. Transitive Verb

Dialogue 1. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

She is able to emit the lights, if she is in the botton of full moon

Based on the dialogue, the form of transitive verb that S+V+N. In this

sentence that “she is able to emit the lights” was expressed ability and the objects

always have direct object. “she is” as subject, “able to limit” as the action verb in

transitive verb types and “the lights” as the noun or object direct. The sentence of

“if she in the botton of full moon” is non action verb because the sentence there

was not verb.

Dialogue 2. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

I strongly believe that she is a beautiful woman

Based on the dialogue, the form of transitive verb that S+V+N. In this

sentence that “1 strongly believe that she is a beautiful woman” was expressed the

believe to to someone. “I strongly” is the subject, “believe that” is the action verb

to believe and the “she is a beautiful woman” as the noun or object as pronoun.

Dialogue 3. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

My loyal guards prepare some jeweleries and go to Deli Tua Tomorrow

In this dialogue, the form transitive verb that S+V+N. In this sentence that it

was expresed to prepare something or plan to go to the place. In this sentence,
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there are two action verb is prepare and go. “ My loyal guards” were the subject,

“prepare” was action verb, ‘some jeweleries” as the noun as object. The verb “go

to” was the action verb also, “Deli Tua tomorrow” was the noun as object in

adverb of place and time.

Dialogue 4. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Say to princess that i want to engage her

Based on this dialogue, the form transitive verb that S+V+N. In this sentence

were expressed willing and desire to engaged someone. “say to princess” was a

command statement. “i” as the subject then “want” was the action verb. And “to

engage her” was noun as object.

Dialogue 5. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Well, I will tell her about it

Based on the dialogue, the form transitive verb that S+V+N. In this sentence

that “I will” as the subject, “tell” as the verb action transitive verb, and “her about

it” as the noun as object

Dialogue 6. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Putri Hijau Sultan Mukhayat Syah From Aceh Sultanate want to engage you

In the form transitive verb that S+V+N. In this sentence that “Putri Hijau

Sultan Mukhayat Syah From Aceh Sultanate” was subject, “want” as the action

verb transitive verb type. And “ to engage you” was noun as object.
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Dialogue 7. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

What’s your answer?

In this sentence that it was a question to someone. This experssion “what’s

your” was subject and this verb “answer” as the action verb in relative verbs in

question. So that it was not a must need the noun or object.

Dialogue 8. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Please tell him that I refuse it

In this sentence, there were two action verbs. “i and please” as subject. “tell

and refuse” as action verb, “him and it” as noun.

Dialogue 9. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

My loyal guards, please say our awfully apologies for sultan

In this sentence that “my loyal guards, please” was a subject, “say” as action

verb in transitive verb type. And this sentence “our awfully apologies for sultan”

as the noun.

Dialogue 10. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

My loyal guards, call worlord to attack kingdom of Deli Tua

In this sentence that “my loyal guards” was the subject. “call and to attack”

as the action verb. “kingdom of Delia tua” as the noun or the adverb of place.

Dialogue 11. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

All units attack the kingdom
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In this sentence that “all units” was a subject, “attack” as the action verb in

transitive verb type and “the kindom” as the noun.

Dialogue 12. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

What happen?

In this sentence was a question. “what” is the subject in question. And

“happen” was action verb. So, it was not a must the noun.

Dialogue 13. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Why suddenly they fight our kindom?

In this sentence was a question and expressed the confused. “why suddenly

they” was a subject, “fight” was action verb in transitive verb. And “our kingdom”

was the noun.

Dialogue 14. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Calm down, our fortress is so strong, it’s impossible from they to break it

down

In this sentence was sexpressed the worried. This sentence “calm down, our

fortress is so strong” was non action verb, but it was a nominal sentence. “it’s

impossible from they” was a subject. this sentence “to break” was an action verb,

and “ it down” was noun.

Dialogue 15. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

What ? fortress like this. You can’t trough. So what are you doing all this

time ?
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In this sentence was expressed wonder with the something. “What ? fortress

like this. You can’t trough” was a non action verb, but it was expressed

wondering. “ so what are you” was a subject, “doing” was action verb. And “this

time” was a noun.

Dialogue 16. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Sir, we can’t enter to the palace the fortress is too strong

In this sentence that “Sir, we can’t” was a subject, “enter” as the action verb”

and “to the palace the fortress is too strong” is noun.

Dialogue 17. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Do you believe it can be sucess?

In this sentence was a question. “do you” was a subjcet, “believe” as action

verb and “it can be success” was a noun.

Dialogue 18. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Wow, they give up! Our troups win!

In this sentence was expressed the happiness. “wow, they” as the subject,

“give up” as the action verb and “our troups win” was expressed the winner.

Dialogue 19. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Are you sure? They won’t come back

In this sentence, “are you sure?” was the question. “they won’t” was a subject.

“come back” is action verb in the transitive verb.
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Dialogue 20. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

The fortress is so strong, they won’t come back

In this sentence “the fortress is so strong” was not an action verb, but it was a

nominal sentence. The sentence “they won’t” was the subject, “come back” is

action verb in transitive verb”

Dialogue 21. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Let’s cut those bamboo! Then taking the golds

In this sentence was expressed offering to do avtivity somtehing such as “cut

those bammboo” it was an action verb to do activity. “then taking the goals” was a

noun.

Dialogue 22. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Hey, what are you doing? It just a trick

In this sentence was a question. “hey, what are you” was a subject. “doing” is

action verb. the sentence “it just a trick” was a sentence not action verb.

Dialogue 23. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Mambang Khayali, where do you want to go?

It this sentence was a question. “Mambang Khayali, whre do you” was the

subject and the sentence “want to go” was an action verb in transitive verb type.

Dialogue 24. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

1 want to stop them ! I want let them in this palace
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In this sentence, “1” was a subjcet. The verb “want” was an action verb. And

“stop them and let them in this palace was a noun.

Dialogue 25. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Let him go, just trust him

In this sentence, “let him” was a subject. the verb “go and just trust” was an

action verb. And the word “him” is noun as object.

Dialogue 26. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

It’s better for you to listen my words carefully

In this sentence was expressed the suggestion. “it’s better for you to” was a

subject. “listen” was an action verb in transitive verb. and “my words carefully”

was noun.

Dialogue 27. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

You have to batlle with me

In this sentence, “you have to” was a subject, “battle” was an action verb.

And “with me” was noun as object.

Dialogue 28. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

You won’t be able to against us by yourself

In this sentence, “you wont” was a subject, “be able” was an action verb in

transitive verb type. And then this sentence “to against us by yourself” was a noun.

Dialogue 29. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)
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How come?

In this sentence, “how” was a subject and “come” is action verb.

Dialogue 30. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Argh, even though you transform we must be a winner

In this sentence, “Argh, even though you” is subject, “transform” was an

action verb. And “we must be a winner” there was not action verb, but it was

sentence a must.

Dialogue 31. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

How can I beat Him?

In this sentence, “how can i” is subjcet in question. “beat” was a action verb.

And “him” was noun as object.

Dialogue 32. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

They have nany troups, if it continues, I can’t beat them

In this sentence was expressed scaring to something or someone. “They have

nany troups” was not an action verb. The sentence “if it” was a subject and

“ continues” was an action verb. The sentence “I can’t” was a subject, the word

“beat” was a action verb. And the word “them” was noun as object.

Dialogue 33. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Putri Hijau don’t forget my words
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In this sentence, “Putri Hijau” was a subjcet, “don’t forget” was an action

verb in transitive verb type. And “my words” was noun.

Dialogue 34. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Is there something happen to Khayali?

In this sentence was a question. The sentence “is there something” was a

subjcet, the word “happen” was an action verb. And the sentence “to Khayali”

was noun.

Dialogue 35. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Not, wait ! where do you want to go? Do not leave me alone.

In this sentence was a exclamation and the question. Based on the sentence

that there were two action verb (want to go and leave). The sentence “where do

you” was a subject in the question. The verb “want to go” was an action in

transitive verb action type. The sentence “Do not” was an subject in exclamation

and “leave” was an action verb then the sentence “me alone” was a noun as

object.

Dialogue 36. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Finally we meet Princess

In this sentence “finally we” as a subject, “meet” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type. And then “Princess” was a object.

Dialogue 37. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

No, I don’t want it
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In this sentence “No, I don’t” was a subject, “want” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type. And then “it” was an object.

Dialogue 38. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

No, let me go

In this sentence was negative sentence. The sentence “No, let me go” was an

subject, the verb “go” was an action verb in tranistive verb type.

Dialogue 39. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

If you want me to be your queen. I have a requirement.

In this sentence that “if you” was a subject, “want” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type. And then “me to be your queen was object. While “I have a

requirement” was a next sentence have not action verb.

Dialogue 40. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Just say it. I’ll prove it.

In this sentence that “just and I”ll” was a subject, “say and prove” was an

action verb. and then “it” was object.

Dialogue 41. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Beg him to enter you in glass crates.

In this sentence was an exclamation sentence. There was one action verb.

“Beg him” was subject, “to enter” was an action verb in the transitive verb type.

And then “you in glass crates” was a noun as object.
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Dialogue 42. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

You must beg Sultan to order his people to bring an egg and a handfull of

vice.

In this sentence there were three verbs action in one sentence. “ you must”

was a subject, “beg, to order, to bring” were an action verb. And “an egg and a

handfull of vice” was noun as object.

Dialogue 43. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

After that, they must throw it to the sea.

In this sentence that “after that, they must” was subject, “throw” was an

action verb in the transitive verb type and “it to the sea” was a noun as object.

Dialogue 44. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Hope, it works

In this sentence that “Hope, it” was subject, “works” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type.

Dialogue 45. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

At that moment you have to get out of the glass case

In this sentence that “at that moment you have” was subject, “to get out” was

an action verb in the transitive verb type. And then “off the glass case” was noun

as object.

Dialogue 46. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)
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And burn the incense

In this sentence that “and” was subject, “burn” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type. And then “the incense” was noun as oject.

Dialogue 47. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

And Say my home

In this sentence that “and” was subject, “say” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type. And then “my home” was noun as object.

Dialogue 48. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Verb)

Putri Hijau get in to glass creates

In this sentence that “Putri Hijau” was subject, “get” was an action verb in the

transitive verb type. And then “in to glass creates” was noun as object.

b. Transitive Active Verb

Dialogue 1. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Active Verb)

My majesty, I heard the issue that the light comes from a princess in the

Kingdom of Deli Tua.

In this sentence was described that “My majesty, i” was a subject. And

“heard” was an action verb which was action verb tranfered from the subject in

the transitive active verb type. “the the issue that the light comes from a princess

in the Kingdom of Deli Tua was a direct object.
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Dialogue 2. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Active Verb)

Yes, your majesty. A princess named Putri Hijau.

In this sentence that “yes, your majesty, A princess” was subject. And

“named” was an action verb in the transitive active verb which was verb action

transfered from the subject so that refers to action to the subject. And “Putri

Hijau” was direct object.

Dialogue 3. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Active Verb)

I heard like that your majesty

In this dialogue describe that “i” was a subject. And “heard” was an action

verb in the transitive active verb type which was verb action transfered to the

subject so that refers to the subject. and the sentence “like that your majesty” was

direct object.

Dialogue 4. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Active Verb)

My majesty the loyal guards of Aceh Sultanate brought a message and some

jeweleries to engage the princess.

In this sentence described that“My majesty the loyal guards of Aceh

Sultanate” was a subject. And “brought” was an action verb which was transfered

from the subject so that it refers to the subject. And the sentence “a message and

some jeweleries to engage the princess” was direct object.

Dialogue 5. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Active Verb)

How dare they refused my engaged.
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In this sentence described that “How dare they” was subject. And “refused”

was an action verb which was transfered from the subject. While “my engaged”

was direct object.

Dialogue 6. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Active Verb)

Grrr... He is strong. My troups is reduced it too much.

In this sentence described that “Grrr... He is strong” was not transitive active

verb type. “My troups is” was subject. And “reduced” was an action verb which

was transfered from subjcet so that it was refers to the subject. While “it too

much” was direct object.

c. Transitive Passive Verb

Dialogue 1. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

Whether this is related to the rejection.

In this sentence described that “Whether this” was subject received action

because “ is related to” was action verb in the passive verb type. The verb was

action which was the subject received the action from subject.

Dialogue 2. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

I’m ever heated him.

In this sentence described that “I’m ever” was subject receive the action

because “heated” was an action verb in the passive verb type which it was from

the subject received the action. And “him” was object.
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Dialogue 3. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

My Sultan has worked for you for a long time.

This sentence desribed that “My Sultan” was subject receive the action

because “has worked” was an action verb in the passive verb types which it was

from the subject received the action. And the sentence “for you for a long time”

was object.

Dialogu 4. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

If you were caught by Sultan Aceh

In this sentence describe that “if you” was the subject receive the action

because “were caught” was an action verb in the passive verb. It was from the

subject received the action. While “by Sultan Aceh” was object.

Dialogue 5. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

Before arrived at Aceh.

In this sentence described that “before” was the subject receive the action

because “arrived” was an action verb in the passive verb type which it was from

the subject received the action. While “at Aceh” was object.

Dialogue 6. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

You may not be touched by Sultan Aceh

In this sentence described that “you may not” was the subject receive the

action, because “be touched” was an action verb in the passive verb type which it

was from the subject received the action. While “by Sultan Aceh” was object.
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Dialogue 7. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Transitive Passive Verb)

In this sentence decribed that “when you” was the subject receive the action,

because “arrived” was an action verb in the passive verb type which it was from

the subject received the action. While “at Aceh” was object.

d. Intransitive Verb

Dialogue 1. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Verb)

My troupe is reduced, but no one through off the fortress.

In this sentence described that “my troupe” was noun. And then “is reduced”

was an action verb in the intransitive verb type. The verb did not have a direct

object for the meaning because it followed by an preposition and complement so

that it did not have an object.

Dialogue 2. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Verb)

So this is the supernatural power that they said

In this sentence described that “the supernatural power” was noun. And

“said” was an action verb in the intransitive verb type. The verb did not have a

direct object for the meaning because it followed by an adjective and complement

so that it did not have an object.

Dialogue 3. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Verb)

Finally, we meet your beautiful deserved to be my queen
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In this sentence described that “your beautiful” was noun. And “deserved”

was an action verb in the intransitive verb type. The verb did not have a direct

object for the meaning because it followed by an adverb and complement so that it

did not have an object.

e. Intransitive Complete Verb

Dialogue 1. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)

My majesty, i heard the issue that the light comes from a princess Kingdom

of Deli tua

In this sentence described that “My majesty” was expression the honorable

greeting. “I” was a subject. The verb “heard” was a transitive verb that transfers

the action of hearing the issue. “the issue” was the direct object of the sentence

and “the light comes from” was a complete verb.

Dialogue 2. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)

My majesty, the loyal guards of aceh Sultanate brought a message and some

jeweleries to engage the princess

In this sentence described that “the loyal guards of aceh Sultanate” was a

subject. “ brought” was a transitive verb that transfers the action of bringing the

loyal guards of aceh Sultanate. “ a message ” was the direct object of the sentence

and “and some jeweleries to engage the princess” was a complete verb.

Dialogue 3. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)

Damn it ! My troupe is reduced, but no one through off the fortress
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In this sentence described that “My troupe” was a subject. The sentence “is

reduced” was a transitive verb that transfers the action of reducing the but no one

through off the fortress. “but no one through off the fortress” was the direct object

of the sentence complete verb.

Dialogue 4. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)

Sir, why don’t you put some gold coints to carry them out?

In In this sentence described that “Sir, why don’t you” was a subject. “put”

was a transitive verb that transfers the action of putting some gold coints “to carry

them out” was the direct object of the sentence complete verb.

Dialogue 5. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)

My Sultan has worked for you for a long time

In this sentence describe that “My Sultan” was a subject. The sentence “has

worked” was a transitive verb that transfered by the action of working for you.

And the sentence “ for you for a long time” was the direct object of the sentence

complete verb.

Dialogue 6. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)

Please do not open this case until we arrived in Aceh

In this sentence described that “Please do not open this case until we” was a

subject. “arrived” was a transitive verb that the transfer the action of arriving in

Aceh.

Dialogue 7. The Legend of Putri Hijau (Intransitive Complete Verb)
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The victory already in our hand. It’s time to pick the princess up and over it

all

In this sentence described that “The victory already in our hand. It’s time”

was a subject. “to pick” was a intransitive complete verb. while “the princess up

and over it all” was a complement verb as direct object.

C. Research Finding and Discussion

The reasearcher have found the types of action in The Legend of Putri hijau

Comic Text. According Maryati Salmiah in the Journal Vision in the title Verb in

English 2017 page 1-15, the types of action verb include transitive verb, transitive

active verb, transitive passive verb, intransitive verb, and intransitive compelete

verb.

Based on the result of data that there were 48 action verbs in transitve verb.

There were 6 action verbs were found in transitive active verbs type. There were 7

action verbs were found in transitive passive verbs types. And there were 3 action

verbs were found in intransitive verb types. Meanwhile, there were 7 action verbs

were found in intransitive complete verb. In addition, the total all were 71 action

verbs in the types in The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic text.

Types action verb were dominated in The Legend of Putri Hijau Comic Text

from the five types action verb that the researcher have identification, classified,

analysis, the dominate in action verb were action verb type transitive verb.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

The Legend of Putri Hijau has contained four story, but the researcher just

focused analyze the story The Legend of Putri Hijau. Based on the finding and

disscussion that found the types of action verb that the type of action verb in

transitive verb were 48 action verbs. There were 6 action verbs were found in

transitive active verbs type. There were 7 action verbs were found in transitive

passive verbs types. And there were 3 action verbs were found in intransitive verb

types. Meanwhile, there were 7 action verbs were found in intransitive complete

verb. In addition, the total all were 71 action verbs in the types in The Legend of

Putri Hijau comic text. In conlusion, types of action verh that were dominated

from the five types action verb in action verb were action verb type transitive verb.

B. Suggestion

Based on the findings from this research, the researcher would like to give

some suggestion to the students of English and the other research, they are :

1. For the students of Emglish, it is better to know and find the action verb

and types action verb in one comic in North Sumatera, it is The Legend of

Putri Hijau. Not only understand it but in one English grammar must

understand to master action verb into types of action verb. How types each
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action verb and how the analyze. Moreover, it would be better there are

some action verbs that must be remember not only one.

2. For the other research, in order to improve to analyze in the literature one

of them is it comic, story, and another. The researcher hopes that there

would be researcher to analyze the literature such as another comic in the

Legend of North Sumatera and as the researcher in Industry 4.0 also stay

preserving local wisdom through analyze the literature one of them the

Legend of North Sumatera.
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